SYNOPSIS. The spine-convergence response of sea urchins and the papula (deimal branchia) retraction response of starfish persist after removal of the central nervous system, but are blocked by scratching through the skin. They are mediated therefore by diffuse superficial conduction systems capable of limited spread-to a few centimeters.
It is a little appreciated fact that true nerve nets (see Bullock and Horridge, 1965) , in the sense of diffuse systems of neurons so connected as to conduct around partial cuts, have been demonstrated in few groups outside the coelenterates. The echinoderms are among the poorest known groups in this respect (Smith, 1965) . The most studied forms, the Asteroidea, are only known to have a general basiepithelial plexus, but this is not known to be able to conduct like a nerve net. The present report shows that it is. The Echinoidea have been reported both to lack and to possess this ability; I am compelled to conclude they lack it. We are left with a curious diversity of primitive conduction systems, and one of them, in echinoids, has a quite unprecedented organization.
THE CONDUCTION SYSTEM IN ECHINOJDS FOR THE TACTILE RESPONSE OF SPINES
The outstanding characteristic of the system mediating the spread of the spineconverging response to tactile stimulation in the skin of sea urchins is the extreme reluctance to behave as though the conducting elements were connected in a netlike fashion. The effectors in all directions within a considerable radius can be brought into play from stimulation of any point, and therefore the conduction svstem is diffuse and widespread. Local autonomy is high, the pathways are superficial and anatomically uncentralized. Nevertheless, the evidence indicates it is not a nerve net, contrary to most accounts, for it normally cannot conduct around obstacles, even in a gentle curve.
Several former students and I have confirmed the previous descriptions of the character of the response in each of several species, and have repeated and extended a number of the classical experiments. The following observations may be regarded as original unless otherwise indicated. The species used in our own experiments have been Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, S. franciscanus, Lovenia cordiformis (in Southern California); Arbacia punctulata (in Woods Hole, Massachusetts); Echinometra mathaei, Echinothrix diadema, Tripneustes gratilla, Mespilia globitlus (in Oahu, Hawaii and Eniwetok, Marshall Islands); Anthocidaris crassispina (in Misaki, Japan); Tripneustes depressus and Centrechinus mexicanns (in Lower California near La Paz, Mexico).
If one touches a sea urchin, even very lightly, on the skin between spines, or on the side of a spine, a prompt and dependable response ensues, involving an initial leaning of many spines quite accurately toward the spot touched (Fig. 1) . The same (545) FIG. 1. A. The spine-convergence-response in Trip-?ieustes depressus. Drawn from a cine film at the peak of convergence less than a second after a tactile stimulus. Within another second many spines have started to bend hack again or, sometimes, to oversuing. Note the decrement in degree of bending. Scale = 1 cm. B. A frame from a similar film sequence. response can be elicited by a piece of filter paper soaked in saturated NaCl (Kinosita, 1941 ). This we may call the convergence response, and it is the one whose coordination manifests the conduction system here considered. It is not known whether this system is involved in the coordination of locomotion or in other responses of the spines, some of which have been extensively studied, particularly waving due to shading. These are more complex and employ the radial cords (Millott and Yoshida, 1960a, b; Yoshida and Millott, 1960; Millott and Takahashi, 1963) . The convergence response has sometimes been called the response to weak stimuli (see von Buddenbrock, 1953) , to distinguish it from a different response to stronger stimuli, usually clue to strong chemicals, in which there is a spreading divergence of the spines from the locus of stimulation. This may involve the same or a similar conduction system, judging by preliminary inspection of its properties, and has been thought by earlier authors to depend on a direct inhibition of the spine muscles on the proximal side. It should be studied on this account.
A. General features of the convergence response
The general characteristics of the spine convergence response to touch are fairly well known and easily confirmed. They have been described by von Uexkiill (1896 Uexkiill ( , 1900 Romanes (1885) , Kinosita (1941) , von Buddenbrock (1953) , and Hyman (1955) . The response spreads to a variable area; in our species (test diameters 4-15 cm), a total responding radius of one-tenth of the circumference of the test is a fairly large response (1.5-5 cm radius), but it may exceed this under some conditions. Often the area is smaller, especially if there has been recent stimulation. This means the response may involve from dozens to hundreds of large spines and even more small spines. This fact is important because it indicates that there is ample opportunity for curvature of the response around obstacles, such as the end of a cut through the skin, both on the ground of distance to which excitation can spread and of number of discrete effectors which can be involved. The initial response is characteristically a quite accurate pointing of all the spines toward the locus of the tactile stimulation. Subsequently the spines may promptly return to a very regular radial (upright) posture or, in other forms (e.g., Echinothrix, Centrechinus) there may be an unsynchro-nized waving of the spines for a second or two. The strength of the leaning response diminishes with distance from the stimulated spot.
The response is quite normal in fragments of the test even after cutting the spines short or removing most of them. It is still normal in fragments which have been thoroughly scraped on the inside of the test to remove both nerve cord and other conducting elements on the inner surface. On the other hand, slight damage to the outer skin interferes with spread of the response. Taken together, these facts permit the conclusion that the conducting system is independent of the radial nerve cords, and is not on the inner surface of the test, but is in the superficial soft tissue on the outer surface of the test. The response is graded with intensity of the stimulus; the most effective stimulus is a repeated touch, or a scrape which successively reaches new areas of skin or spines, rather than a heavy localized mechanical pressure. There is a wide range of liveliness of response, both between species and within the species, depending on the condition of the specimen or the preparation. Most of these and the following statements are based on naked eye observations of spine movements. A good deal of footage of cine films provides records that we can reexamine and measure. A special method useful for some purposes was developed by M. A. Biederman-Thorson, in which spines cut off to about 1 cm have their cut ends painted with a spot of phosphorescent paint and their movements then recorded in the dark by a still camera, as luminous streaks. Angular uncertainties make it impossible to infer exact distance of movement or exact "great circle" direction. Kymograph recording we find very unsatisfactory and not representative of the normal behavior of the spines, besides permitting observation of too few at a time.
Some results from stimulation by brief electrical pulses (0.3-3.0 msec) of square form are relevant to our understanding. Single shocks give good, twitch-like convergence responses in most species, but divergence in Tripneustes depressus (as reported in older literature for some strong mechanical or chemical stimuli). There is a fairly clear threshold, but this is not stable with time and repetition, partly due to changing geometry of the electrode-skin relation. At threshold there may be a variable latency of tenths of a second, and typically only some spines respond of all those within the radius of the farthest one. There is a clear progression of latency with distance, so that it is unlikely all spines are being excited by the shock directly; the apparent velocity ranges from 1 to 10 cm/ sec in different species (and temperatures; see below). In lively species like Centrechinus, distinct twitches follow repetitive stimuli up to 1.5 to 4 per sec, depending on the freshness of the preparation; above that there is a smooth tetanus. Increase of voltage increases the distance of spread, therefore the number of spines responding and also the proportion of spines responding and the strength of response of each spine. At least in the lower range of voltage above threshold it seems likely that there is a single impulse set up in the conducting system by each shock because the responses are so twitch-like, unlike the response to several shocks at 5-20 per sec. These responses are also consistent time after time; this is especially noticeable when, as commonly, only certain spines respond at a given strength and more at a higher strength. This suggests independent pathways to individual spines, with a spectrum of thresholds of the pathways to the shock. The alternative of a spectrum of thresholds of spine muscles would require repetitive firing in the pathways. While such repetitive firing seems contraindicated at low intensity, it may well occur with strong stimuli. Incidentally, the common observation of only certain spines twitching just above threshold, and these spines not the nearest or adjacent to each other, argues against a theory of a chain of reflexes due to stretch.
Successive shocks at intervals varying from 0.25 to 4 sec usually show no increase in spread or intensity of response for each shock, and often show a decrease; i.e. there is not facilitation at these intervals and 5'I8 THEODORE HOLMES BULLOCK thei -e is a tendency to antifacilitation. High frequency stimulation (20-30 per sec) gives a single strong twitch and then quick relaxation as though impulses soon failed. A brief burst at high frequency gives a definitely stronger leaning movement than a single shock. Since this is not true at lower frequency, it is the several shocks arriving during the latency and onset of response that enhance response; i.e. there is facilitation for a short period at high frequency. Decay of facilitation must be nearly complete in about 0.1 sec.
Electrical stimulation applied to the side of a small spine (commonly having a lower threshold than large spines) may succeed in causing leaning of neighbors without any movement of the spine stimulated.
Simultaneous electrical stimulation at two points elicits spine movements that seem to be simply the sum of the two separately. Only seldom does a spine that did not move to either stimulus alone move to both. Spines that responded to only one of the stimuli alone, move in the same way to simultaneous stimulation. Spines that responded to each stimulus alone, move following simultaneous stimulation in a way which seems to be the vectorial resultant of the separate responses.
Among the further characteristics of the convergence response which must be explained in any hypothesis of the conducting system are the following: The velocity of spread is not constant in a given individual from place to place and from time to time. Measurements from cine films of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus at 18°C give values, for example, of 1.8 and 1.0 cm/sec for the latency difference between spines A and B and B and C, on the same straight line; in Tripneustes depressus at 28°C, values of 9 to 10 cm/sec were obtained in different parts of the animal and directions of conduction. In preparations showing an intermediate degree of liveliness of response it is common to observe, particularly in some species like Centrechinus, that not all spines in the area of response participate, but a good many may show no sign of movement while spines beyond them do. Generally the small spines react more vigorously than large spines, particularly in long-spines species, such as Echinothrix and Centrechinus. The aftereffect of response in these same species, a vigorous waving of spines, is particularly labile and subject to loss with repetition of stimulation, or with isolation of a piece of test.
B. Absence of conduction around spines
In 1941 Kinosita ingeniously and clearly demonstrated the absence of net-like conduction on a fine mesh scale, that is, of spread of excitation around individual spines. The spine is moved on its ball and socket by an inner and an outer circle of radial muscles, described by early authors who assigned to the inner circle the tonic, holding or catch function, and to the outer circle, the phasic movements. It might be thought that the leaning response of the spine is caused by the stronger excitation of muscles on the side facing the stimulated spot, due to a decrement in some parameter of excitation, such as the density of active nerve fibers, or the number of impulses in the train, as proposed by Josephson (1961) for the bending of a hydroid toward a source of mechanical stimulation. As shown in Figure 2 , Kinosita's experiment ruled out this explanation, since excitation adequate to stimulate a farther spine does not cause any contraction of the muscles of a nearer spine on its farther side. Von Uexkull (1900) had already contributed to the same conclusion by excluding the hypothesis that the anatomically known nerve ring at the spine base spreads excitation around the circlet of radial muscles; three or four radial knife cuts interrupting the nerve ring in several places around the base of the spine do not interfere with its bending toward a stimulated spot, whether close or some distance away. He concluded that the nerve ring is a circlet of independent reflex centers for the strands of radial muscles, without important circular connections.
"While these experiments suffice for the purpose of showing absence of conduction around spines, it should be mentioned for completeness that Kinosita adds additional, The muscles o£ the spine base have been severed on one side of each spine, as indicated by the light regions; intact muscles are black. Stimulation at a or b by strips of filter paper soaked with saturated NaCl (xy, the length of the filter paper must be great enough so that the line sB or yB is not interrupted by A). When a is stimulated, the remaining muscles of A show no response while those of B contract, although A is nearer. When b is stimulated, the response occurs only in spine A. The portion of the test from which the piece is taken and the axis AB with respect to the planes of symmetry of the test are uncritical. The result has been repeated on species of Anthocidaris, Pseudocentrotus, Strongylocentrolus, Nespilia and Diadema. (After Kinosita, 1941, Japan. J. Zool.) independent experimental evidence of the strictly radial course of nerve fibers influencing individual spines, based on measurements of the amplitude of spine movement as a function of different shapes of stimulating pieces of filter paper soaked with saturated NaCl. Contraction height does not increase with increase of length of the filter paper along a radius, if the nearest point be kept the same, but does increase with length of the filter paper at right angles to this, therefore with the length as seen from the spine. If all muscles at the base of the spine are severed, except those in a limited sector facing the stimulus, this increase in contraction with length of the tangent stimulated reaches a maximum when the tangent subtends the same angle as the sector of muscles remaining. There is a decrement of some parameter of effectiveness, since the contraction decreases with distance between a constant stimulus and the spine, even though the length of the filter paper is adjusted to subtend the same angle. The effective maximal distance is greater for spines of larger diameter, and progressively smaller for smaller spines; in a certain experiment it varied from 15 mm to 3.5 mm as between spines of 3.2 mm and 0.7 mm in diameter at the base, respectively.
C. Reluctance to bend around obstacles
When we look for evidence of a coarsermeshed net, by a more gradual bending of excitation-spread around obstacles, the evidence in the literature is conflicting. Romanes' results (1885) , with which our own fully agree, are unequivocally against even a coarse-meshed net. A local injury, such as a saw cut from the margin into the middle of a preparation, or a mere scratch through the skin, creates a distinct response shadow on the side opposite the stimulus (Fig. 3 ). To quote from Romanes (1885, page 302), "Thus, for instance, if a short straight line of injury be made, by drawing a point of a scalpel over the shell, say along the equator of the animal \Echi-nus], and if a stimulus be afterwards applied on either side of that line, even quite close to one of its ends, no effect will be exerted on the spines or pedicellariae on the other side of the line. This complete inability of a stimulus to escape around the ends of an injury forms a marked contrast to the almost unlimited degree in which such escape takes place in the more primitive nervous plexus of the Medusae." This we confirm in all the species named above, even in the case of preparations with the radial nerve cord intact and the inside; of the test undamaged. However, in such preparations as Romanes clearly described, strong stimulation normally resulting in coordinated locomotor movements of the spines can bring all the spines into coordinated action, even those inside an area defined by a scratch through the skin, which describes a closed figure and which therefore are unaffected by weak stimuli causing local spine movements outside the figure. There is therefore a separate system for spreading excitation for widespread coordinated movements such as locomotion, and this system is completely destroyed by scraping the inside of the test, without affecting the character of the response to local stimulation of the skin or spines. It will not be further considered in this paper.
Since the distance to which excitation spreads may be up to several centimeters, this failure to bend around the end of a cut is extraordinary, and both von Uexkiill (1900) and Kinosita (1941) report otherwise. The former author claimed that a spine on the far side of a cut from the locus of stimulation bends towards the nearer end of the cut if it is not too far away; from his diagram the angle defined by these three points is smaller than 90°. This result we cannot confirm, with possible rare exceptions described below. Kinosita also reports the bending of a spine on the far side of a cut, but he says this only occurs in those cases where there is a spine situated just beyond the end of the cut, and he invokes an explanation which will be discussed further below, based on a mechanical relay (Fig. 4 ) through a stretch reflex in each spine base, a reflex upon which I am compelled to throw doubt.
These considerations and conclusions make it important to re-examine the conflicting accounts of the possibility of excitation spreading around a corner, as at the end of a cut, since, if this is possible, and if it cannot be ascribed to a chain reflex of spine leanings, then we have a net-like conduction system contrary to the conclusions from the experiments of Figure  2 . On the other hand, if such bending around corners is not found, we are left with a strange picture of a system spreading excitation in all directions from anypoint but only in straight lines. The straightness would mean that any contribution to spread from stretch relaying must be astonishingly limited in angular deviation because a small angle at each spine would soon add up to a pronounced curve. FIG . 4. Kinosita's "criticism on Uexkiill's experiment." Both authors claim that stimulation at a can cause leaning of the spine at c, but Kinosita ascribes this to the presence of spine S, the contraction of the radial muscles in segment b and the consequent leaning of the spine and stretching of the "muscle-integument-complex at b'" which is sup|x)sed lo set up a new excitation conducted to r. (After Kinosita, 1941 , Japan. J. Zoo I.) Figure 3 shows the results of some experiments typical of many others, repeated scores of times by my collaborators and myself, on a half-dozen species of this study (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, S. franciscanus, Echinothnx diadema, Echinometra mathaei, Tripneustes depressus and Centrechinus mexicanus). The nearly universal result seen by eye and photographed with close-up cinephotography over and over again, is a complete absence of any sign of bending beyond the end of a cut. In full agreement with Romanes, a sharp response shadow lies along an extension of the line from the point of stimulation to the end of the cut. Even in Anthocidaris crassispina-the principal species studied by Kinosita in 1941, and which I had the opportunity to study in the same laboratory at the Misaki Marine Biological Station with the kind help of Professor Kinosita in March 1964, using his own methods-I was unable to detect any clear instance of bending around the end of the cut. I am not entirely sure what Kinosita saw as we both watched the spine movements in numerous preparations, but it was a direct result of this experience that I resolved to do another extended series on just this point with the benefit of the cine-camera.
Many sea urchins which are excellent for visual work are unfavorable for photography because of the very dark skin and spines (Strongylocentrotus), and some are still worse because in addition the spines are very long and crowded (Centr echinus). These features make it difficult to follow a spine to its base in order to map the spread of response. Unless spines are cut too short to see their leanings accurately, the dark pigment and dense forest of small spines obscure the surface in these lively species. The opportunity to exploit a nearly ideal species arose in July of this year in Baja California, near La Paz, where a species of Tripneustes is not uncommon. This animal is large (test diameter 10-14.5 cm), therefore only gently curved in a close-up photograph, pale in color, and with short spines, favoring observation and photography. Close study at optimal projection speeds of cinefilms of several scores of responses under good conditions, i.e. lively preparations, minimum damage, careful removal of radial nerve cords, ample rest between stimuli, and employing both mechanical and electrical stimulation, has been possible at about 25 cut ends in ten specimens of this urchin, as well as on smaller numbers of Strongylocentrotus and Centrechinus. Nearly all films show a complete absence of bending at the ends of cuts, and this agrees with much more numerous visually monitored experiments.
Each observer in our group (P. Leitner, K. E. Chernetski, M. A. BiedermanThorson, and I), by eye as well as the camera, has recorded a limited number of instances where spines on the far side of a cut showed a leaning following stimulus on the near side under apparently the same conditions that usually gave no response around the end of the cut. Occasionally these were noted as leanings directly toward the point of stimulation, not toward the end of the cut, and from this it might be inferred that the soft tissues carrying the pathways of conduction were not in fact completely cut (many of our earlier experiments have been done with knife cuts or scratches through the skin, pressing against the test, but permitting occasional missed spots; later I adapted the technique of Kinosita using a hacksaw blade to cut through both skin and test). It is possible that some of the spine leanings observed were spontaneous and occurred following the stimulus by coincidence; however, against the background of controlled observations before and after the stimulation, this seems unlikely or rare. Most cases occurred in preparations which had been scraped on the inside of the test so that we cannot invoke the radial cords of the plexus on the inside of the test which has been shown by Romanes to permit the coordination of spines in generalized reactions like locomotor movements. These exceptional instances are not synchronized leanings of a sizeable field of spines, but of one or a few spines close to the end of the cut, but significantly around the corner (Fig.  4) . It is only by scrupulously listing every suggestion of response around a corner that their number has reached about 15 in all species examined out of several hundreds of comparable tests. They have not been repeatable in the same preparation and cannot be produced at will; nevertheless, when seen they strongly suggest exactly the reports of von Uexkiill and Kinosita.
D. The possibility of a chain reflex to stretcli Kinosita (1941) suggested that the leaning of one spine is the adequate stimulus for an excitation leading to the leaning of the next spine. This was proposed as the normal mechanism of spread and as the explanation of the bending around ends of cuts which he reported to occur if there were a spine at the end of a cut. In view of our results in the previous section, it is important to re-assess the role of this reflex. If it plays a significant part and can cause a bend in the direction of spread, as implied in Figure 4 , then normal responses involving dozens to hundreds of spines should readily and generally curve around cut ends in a segment of a spiral.
If we immobilize a spine in an intact animal or in a preparation consisting oi a small piece of test with a very few spines left, touching on one side of that spine nevertheless causes leaning towards this spot on the part of spines exactly on the opposite side. This agrees with the expectation from the experiment of Figure 2 , and does not depend on activity of neighboring spines. From it we conclude that a spine-to-spine stretch reflex is at any rate not necessary.
A more severe test and dramatic demonstration was devised by M. A. BiedermanThorson. She embedded the tips of all spines in a band (Fig. 5 ) in a quick-hardening dental cement (Kadon); still, touch on one side of the band caused convergence leaning of spines on the other side (Table 1) .
Although excitation can spread through a row of immobilized spines, there is seemingly a reduction in vigor of response on the far side, and the same is true for the response of a spine exactly opposite the point of stimulation and beyond a single The primary spines enclosed in the dotted rectangle are immobilized by dental cement. Stimuli at X still cause leaning o£ the spines beyond this row towards the stimulus. Small circles are secondary spines, dots are tertiary spines. In other experiments, the immobilized row includes the secondary or tertiary spines adjacent to a row of primaries, as shown in Table 1. immobilized spine. Quantifying such apparent reductions in effectiveness is unsatisfactory because it requires repeating the stimulation and response of the same spines with and without immobilization; whereas these responses are likely to show cumulative effects of repetitive stimulation which interfere with quantitative reproducibility of strength of response. Having excluded the hypothesis that a chain reflex involving actual spine movement is necessary, we may assume that it suffices to have isometric contraction of radial muscles at the spine base. Perhaps this stretches the muscle-integument complex on the far side of the spine adequately to excite mechanoreceptors. Although this is already unlikely from experiments immobilizing two rows of spines, we turn to more drastic means. After breaking the catch muscles of large spines simply by forcing them back and forth in different directions, it is easy to pull spines off with forceps (this will be called avulsion). Doing so in a row of closely spaced spines of Echinothrix leaves little undamaged skin between the spines. Nevertheless this is adequate to mediate transmission across the row, though appreciably subnormal in intensity of response. Alternatively, we have carefully cut the skin and muscle ring around the base of each spine in a row, thus removing nearly all the muscle mass except some short stumps. There can nevertheless occur good responses by spines on one side of the row, to stimulation applied on the other side. This can be confirmed in preparations consising of small numbers of spines or on intact animals or large pieces with the inside of the test carefully scraped. Although removing a row of spines does not necessarily abolish the spread of excitation across the row, it significantly weakens it, and often no response succeeds in crossing such a row. In Tripneustes we have observed transmission to persist, though not strongly, across a band of avulsed spines, three large spines wide; there were very few small spines remaining in this wide band. Some preparations of this type are useful in addition because the fragmentary stumps of the radial muscles may still be observed to contract around the margins of the wound. In such cases it can be seen that only the muscles on the side closest to the stimulation contract, in agreement with the experiment of Figure 2 ; nothing need be moved or stretched on the distal side to cause spread of excitation.
The hypothesis of a chain of stretch reflexes is not disproved by the foregoing observations, since stretch receptors in the stumps of the muscles could be assumed; but it is made very unlikely and restricted both in structures potentially involved and in effectiveness. In view of the frequent passage of excitation beyond an immobilized spine or row of spines, we might modify Kinosita's proposal of stretch of the muscleintegument complex on the distal side of the spine to assume that it is a distortion of the tissues on the proximal side, where the muscle is active, that is detected by mechanoreceptors in the soft tissues. These in turn would initiate impulses that can pass around the spine, somehow avoiding the excitation of the rest of its own musculature and travel in remarkably straight lines away from the point of original stimulation to the proximal sides of the next spines. In view of the successful spread of excitation past spines that have been removed, or rows of spines that have been cut out at the base, we may retreat to the position that there are proprioceptors in the muscle stumps which detect their contractions. However, the muscle stumps which remain after careful removal of the spines can be very limited fractions of the total musculature, and are probably severely damaged. Furthermore, the muscle remainders which actively contract, being a limited fraction of the whole circlet of radial muscle, are now unable to exert any considerable distortion on the muscleintegument complex in the neighborhood.
Another type of experiment was devised to eliminate all movement of muscles around the spine base. It is impossible to control directly that this has been accomplished at a microscopic level, but from the anatomy it is reasonably probable.
In Echinothrix we have several times succeeded in damaging each spine in a row by pushing a closely fitting cork borer (#1 = 4 mm o.d.; large spines center-to-center = 4.5 to 5 mm) down over the previously shortened spines, pushing it hard against the test and twisting back and forth a quarter turn, thus removing any possible pathways of transmission through the spine bases or their nerve rings (Fig. f>) . Nevertheless, in several cases transmission has successfully crossed such a row ol ringed spines in either direction, only reduced in the vigor, especially of the leaning of the larger spines.
A reciprocal experiment is to make (a) a row of cuts between spines along a line interrupted only by the spines themselves; this means the skin and superficial soft tissues down to the test are cut on a radius for each spine. If the line of cuts is broken, as in Figure 6B , there should still be leaning on the other side of the line of course. Having checked that this is true, the experiment continues by making (b) a row of cuts either completing the first broken line or (as in Fig. 6C ) behind it, simply compelling conduction to spread around corners. Though the spines of the first row are, as noted earlier, able to lean and to stretch the muscle-integument complex on the distal side, there is complete blockage of transmission across the row.
Let us turn to direct evidence of the effectiveness of movement of a spine as a stimulus for neighboring spines. Kinosita presented mechanograms of the contraction of a large spine, kymographically recorded after imposed movement of a neighboring large spine. However, in our experience with many tests in a number of species, it is possible to move one spine carefully in most cases without causing response of other spines, even in lively preparations and with no spines removed.
We note, however, that very slight tactile stimulation of the side of the spine, sometimes even near its tip, is a strong stimulus for movement of neighboring spines. Therefore we have designed our tests of the effects of spine movement in various ways to prevent tactile stimulation. For example, the tip of a spine may be cut off and the stump then moved with a pinpointed probe, which touches only the exposed cross-section. Alternatively, a tightfitting plastic sleeve may be pushed over the end of a spine and used as a handle, providing it is not subject to any movement relative to the spine. It is important to avoid jarring when making contact with such a handle and to avoid small spines being touched by the large spine that is pushed. The eifeitivenes.s of touch upon the side of a spine can easily be demon-;g>:oxo)co;
FIG. 6. A. Drawing to scale of the large spines ol
Echinolhrix and their spacing and the size of the cork borer (4 mm o.d.) which is pushed down hard onto the test over each spine and twisted back and forth to remove both responding and conducting tissues associated with the spine bases from participation in transmitting excitation. In spite of the ver) narrow tissue ridges remaining between spines, excitation can spread across a row of such mutilated spines. B. Diagram of a preparation from Echinolhrix showing the large spines to scale. Knife cuts which interrupt the muscles and nerve ring at the spine bases in a row of large spines but )ea\e some bridges between them permit spread of response from X to normal spines beyond. C. Additional cuts, either connecting the prewous ones or overlapping with them, as shown, stop the spread of response although the spines of the first row can still mo\e and there is no continuous interruption of all tissues. strated in the absence of any movement of that spine by simply immobilizing it first. I therefore wonder whether the responses recorded by Kinosita in neighboring spines could have been due to the rubbing of the thread which moved the stimulating spine. Our attempts to repeat his experiments with plastic handles or with a pin inserted into the cut end of a spine have, in almost every case, failed to cause movement of nearby spines in spite of fast or slow, large or small imposed movements in very responsive preparations.
To be sure, it is not at all rare to observe the movement of adjacent spines promptly upon an imposed movement of one spine; we cannot say that stretch is completely without effect. Some of these cases can be explained by touch of neighboring small spines as the result of the imposed movement, but I do not wish to imply that stretch of the skin or muscles is completely ineffective. It is, however, a strong conclusion of many observations that it is not a reliable or powerful stimulus, and in general is inadequate to excite movement of the neighboring spines. It can be observed in the liveliest, that is in the most intact preparations, that on some of those occasions when imposed movement is effective in causing response (and this is most likely when the imposed movement is applied to a small spine), the response is not confined as would be expected by the stretch reflex theory to spines on one side of that moved (the side on which it stretches the skin and muscles), but involves convergence toward the stimulated spine from all directions, just as though something had been touched.
A further use of the imposed movement technique is to wiggle a spine actively (using a needle-pointed probe, touching only the exposed cut end of the spine, or a firmly fitting plastic cap as a handle), and then touch the integument or the spine on one side of its base. There will typically occur a normal convergence response towards this point on the part of spines immediately on the other side of the wiggled spine, and regardless of the direction of the wiggling.
We conclude that stretch reflexes are inadequate to explain the observed convergence response and, by themselves, are generally inadequate to elicit any response, either from imposed movement of the spine or around the end of a cut. Still they may be somewhat contributory. About the only evidence we have that such reflexes exist is the common tendency for immobilization of a spine to reduce the vigor of response exactly opposite the point of stimulation.
E. Can plausible connectivities be ruled out geometrically?
The evidence points to nervous connections following straight lines between each sensitive point on the surface of the animal, and each spine within a radius of effectiveness, rather than either a network as in a true nerve net or a spine-to-spine chain reflex. It may be asked whether the great number of connections called for by such a point-to-point straight line scheme is so extravagant that it can be ruled out, or ruled unlikely, on grounds of the space required for reasonably sized nerve fibers. This question is mathematically approachable on certain assumptions. Assume, e.g. that the sensitive surface of the integument has a certain spatial resolution defined as the minimum distance between stimulated loci which can cause distinguishably different directions of leaning of spines. This permits us to treat the surface as though it has sensory sites over whose spatial extent any stimulus will have identical effect upon response. 1 estimate these to be in the range of 0.5-2 mm apart on the basis of experiments. It is probable that each spine, at least the larger and intermediate, but not necessarily the smallest ones, is an effector unit distinct from others. I estimate the effector spacing in our species to range from about 0.3-1.5 mm. These minimum independent response units will be called effector sites. The definition of these two kinds of sites implies that within a radius of effectiveness, there must be communication lines over which information that any given sensory site has been stimulated can be conveyed to every effector site. We may assume that the minimum communication line is one nerve fiber, and that nerve fibers may be packed with center-to-center spacing as close as 0.1 p. The radius of effectiveness can be set at 30 mm, a fairly representative value for many experiments. Given these parameters, some boundary conditions, and any set of rules for making interconnections, the corresponding surface flux of fibers (the number of fibers severed by a cut of unit length in the nerve plexus) is completely determined. If the animal is large with respect to the effective radius of connection, this flux is independent of position over most of the animal. J. Thorson, H. P. Kramer, and M. A. BiedermanThorson have considered alternative models of connectivity, and estimated the surface flux of fibers for them; the details of the calculations will not be given here, but may be obtained upon inquiry.
The most extravagant set of rules for connectivity which remains non-redundant and yet is adequate to the known behavior, is a one-to-many mapping of each sensory site on every effector site within the stated radius. This may be visualized as many rimless wagon wheels of differing sizes, centered on each sensory site, overlapping extensively with the many wagon wheels centered at each of the surrounding sensory sites. This model gives a surface flux equivalent to that of an effector-sitecentered many-to-one mapping. A more frugal set of rules assigns connections from each sensory site directly to those effector sites lying on the periphery of the circle defined by the radius of effectiveness about each sensory site, the effectors closer to the stimulus taking innervations from the most convenient, adjacent, radial fiber. The "spokes" may, of course, be made up of sequentially synapsing short neurons. Estimates of the surface flux of fibers associated with these two models are given in Figure 7 . It can be seen that a single packed layer of fibers 0.1 ju. from center to center will accommodate the extravagant model with the smallest estimated sensory site spacing, and about 3 mm effector site spacing. A single packed lajei ot axons one tenth of tliis diameter, or a layer ten axons deep of 0.1 /j, diameter would accommodate the extravagant model at the 0.5 mm sensory site spacing and less than 1 mm effector site spacing. Allowing larger effector site spacing, larger sensory site spacing, greater depth of nerve fiber layer, or more frugal connectivity, all permit larger maximum fiber diameter or less packing density. The general conclusion is that for the models considered and for the parameters chosen, we cannot rule out even a fairly extravagant non-redundant connectivity on the grounds that it dictates an unreasonably thick nerve fiber layer or unreasonably small fibers.
F. Conclusions on echinoids
What then can we say of the organization of the superficial nervous system mediating the convergence response? I have no anatomical contribution to report. The existing anatomical information is quite uninformative with respect to the features of concern here; it is reviewed by Smith (1965) . There are indications of a superficial basiepithelial plexus throughout the integument, but no details are known of the direction of its elements, or their number or nature. Bundles of nerve fibers have been seen as strands issuing from the tube foot pores and running latitudinal!}
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over the test, presumably to fray out and to distribute individual fibers to the superficial plexus; but this may be part of the system connecting the radial cords of the central nervous system with the spines, to mediate locomotor and shading reactions. Several authors have seen a ring of nervous tissue around the base of the spines, consisting of multipolar cell bodies, lying on the radial muscles of the spines at the base of the epithelium; but its connections are not known and, as we have seen above, even the claim of circumferential connections in the ring has been thrown into doubt by the physiological evidence. New anatomical evidence is much needed, but it may be expected that there will be difficulty in distinguishing those features mediating these responses which are autonomous and independent of the central nervous system from the pathways involved in more complex levels of response and in pedicellaria and tube foot control.
Nevertheless, we have come a long way, since the experimental evidence places many requirements and restraints upon models of the organization. Besides being superficial, i.e. external to the test and independent of the radial cords and of any nerve plexus on the inside of the test, it is diffuse, meaning that it is widespread, present in every piece of test down to a size accommodating a single spine, and moreover able to conduct in either direction from any point to any other point within a limited radius, without any marked preferential direction.
The evidence now at hand appears to exclude the possibility of a nerve net. The sense in which I use this term is denned in Bullock (1965) , and requires that the conducting system be capable of circumventing obstacles, as by carrying excitation around the ends of cuts; it does not imply anything about the presence or absence of anastomoses between individual neuronal elements. This conclusion makes the echinoid superficial system fundamentally different from that in coelenterates and elsewhere, including asteroids, where a true nerve net has been demonstrated (see following).
The evidence available appears to exclude another class of models based on a chain of reflexes resulting from the movement of spines. While such movement may assist in the spread of excitation, at least a spine-to-spine relay is not necessary and under many conditions tested, plays little or no demonstrable role.
We are left with a class of models dependent upon straight-line connections between every discriminable sensory site and every discriminable effector site within an effective radius of some centimeters. It makes little difference in the present stage of investigation whether this is visualized as a series of radiating lines from each sensory site, stopping at or giving off a branch to each effector site along their straight-line paths, or a similar series of lines radiating from each effector site. The result is equivalent. Virtually equivalent also at this stage of specification would be a system providing straight-line connections from spine base to spine base and receiving sensory neuron input along their course or in these bases. This last scheme, however, has the difficulty that we must specify the output from each spine base to be confined to an extension of the same direction from which it received its input. And only on the input side of the spine base would the muscles of that spine be aroused to contraction. The spine base-to-spine base system therefore seems an unpromising model, and the experiment of Figure 6 excludes its being essential. Since one of the prominent properties of the convergent response is its decrement with distance and its greater spread and stronger intensity with stronger stimulation, it seems reasonable to propose that each of the straight-line series of connections is made up of a chain of neurons, connected by junctions requiring facilitation. This is based on the explanation that seems satisfactory for the decremental and labile spread of excitation in coelenterate nerve nets of the non-throughconducting variety. We only have to specify in the present case that there are not cross-connections between adjacent, straight-line chains of neurons, and that intersecting lines are not thereby connected functionally, as they are in nerve nets. This basic difference from the system in coelenterates must be emphasized, since it has been so firmly entrenched in textbooks, even in Smith (1965) , that the echinoid superficial nervous system must be essentially similar to the nerve net in coelenterates. I think, therefore, it has a place in this symposium precisely because it helps us to set off distinguishable entities and sharpen our concept of the nerve net, as well as because of the intrinsic interest in recognizing a unique form of nervous organization.
EVIDENCE FOR A NERVE NET IN ASTEROIDS
There has been no evidence heretofore that the starfish possess a nerve net. The pedicillariae do not appear to be connected by a nerve net. But I have found that the dermal branchiae or gills, preferably called papulae, can retract in the manner expected of a nerve net-coordinated system with local conduction.
The experiments have been performed mainly on Linckin multiflora in Oahu, Hawaii; Culcita sp. in Eniwetok, Marshall extended; area shown is 4.5 mm wide. The patterned background is made up of the hard skeletal plates.
Islands; Patiria miniata in California; and Nidorellia sp. near La Paz, Baja California. Culcita is the best in distance of spread and favorable anatomy. Patiria is also very good in respect to spread, but has two disadvantages. The size and spacing of the skeletal plates are such that attempts to make a shallow cut result in frequent unsuspected local skipping; it is therefore necessary to cut right through the body wall, and the dermal branchiae then expand slowly and incompletely. Also this species is excessively sensitive to mechanically transmitted movement so that touching with a probe will cause response across a complete cut; it is therefore necessary to use electrical stimulation of carefully controlled intensity to prevent excessive current escape. Dermasterias imbricata shows much less spread (always comparing responses after radial cord destruction) and wide zones without dermal branchiae, like Xidorellia, making serious blind spots in the visualization of spread.
Papulae (Fig. 8 ) retract to touch, and the retraction spreads to a distance of a few centimeters in intact animals of the species named. However, it is necessary to digress, in order to characterize another response that may be confused with the tactile one, namely a shadow response. Papulae retract abruptly after a long latency (about 0.5 sec) following a shading or sudden decrease in incident light. This is so sensitive that the observer's hand or tool-in Ctdcita even a 1 mm diameter wire-slowly moved close to the surface can evoke a retraction. Actually it is easy to distinguish this from the tactile response in several ways. The latency of the latter is shorter. The area occupied by the shadow response is confined to that shaded plus about 2 mm beyond; the responding area can be as small as 4 mm along the arm in Linckia. The shadow response fails after several repetitions. In Linckia I tried shadows of different durations. It requires 0.25 to 0.5 sec of decreased light to evoke the response; 0.10 sec did not do so, using an optimal stimulus, a bright microscope lamp, and nearly complete darkening, nor will the same brief shading repeated four times per second. Since 0.25-0.5 sec of darkening is enough, and the latency is longer than this, the response can occur in the light after a shadow has passed. After a long dark period, it suffices to illuminate for only one second and then darken again to get the response. The decrease in light intensity can be small but cannot be too slow and still cause retraction. An advancing shadow under certain conditions was ineffective at 1 mm/sec, but effective at 2 mm/sec. The shadow response fails after the radial nerve cord is damaged by scraping the ambulacral groove.
In Patiria, with radial cords scraped out, therefore lacking any shadow response, I have several times, but not usually, seen a distinct retraction with a long latency following the ON of a microscope light. This soon fails with repetition, and during maintained light the papulae slowly re-expand.
The tactile response does not require touch of any dermal branchiae, but is maximal when a hard object scrapes the surface of the integument either within one of the clumps of papulae or between them where the surface is quite stony. In intact animals it spreads across cuts made through the skin, even when they describe a closed figure. This suggests pathways through deep tissues. Scraping the ambulacral groove suffices to abolish the ability to spread out of regions surrounded by a superficial cut (less than 0.5 mm deep), or to spread more than 10 mm in Linckia (5 cm arm length), 20 mm in Culcita (22 cm total diameter; spread was at least 80 mm in intact specimens). We may conclude that the normal retraction is mainly a reflex via the central nervous system, involving long pathways. To the question why there is a local mechanism in addition, I may only suggest that it has a lower threshold to some forms of gentle or local stimulation.
The retraction response cannot be studied in isolated pieces of the body wall, or after any maneuver that opens the coelomic cavity freely, since the papulae will no longer protrude. The preparation employed in the crucial experiments below was a whole animal with the radial cords of the experimental arms damaged by drawing a needle or knife point several times along the ambulacral groove, and with one or more superficial cuts into the body wall on the aboral (upper) side of the arms. In Culcita and Linckia, gentle mechanical stimulation serves because controls show that no response crosses superficial cuts (Fig. 9A) . In Patiria, mechanical stimuli are transmitted across even a deep cut, and electrical stimuli have to be used.
Single electrical shocks of 1 msec suffice to cause papula retraction. The vigor of the retraction is graded over a wide range and the spread is likewise, with intensity of the shock. In Patiria as little as 1 mm of spread, with a feeble bending of a few of the papulae within that radius, or as much as 50 mm of spread, with complete retraction except near the edge of that area, can be elicited. Repetition of single shocks only a little above threshold gives evidence of very little facilitation. There is mechanical summation because contraction is slow and relaxation very slow. Two shocks give somewhat more response in area and vigor than one, and slightly more when 0.25 sec apart than when 2 sec apart. Longer or shorter intervals are not substantially different in effect than the 2 sec and 0.25 sec intervals. The velocity of spread is in the range of 5-20 cm/sec (14°C).
When such a cut 20 mm or more in length is made, an effective stimulus on one side of the center of the cut fails to cause any response on the other side (Fig.  9A ). This rules out the possibility that there are adequate pathways through deep tissues in an arm whose radial cord is destroyed. The spread of response in the absence of the cord is therefore quite superficial. The result of this experiment is the same irrespective of the direction of the cut (longitudinal, transverse, oblique to the arm axis) or its position (proximal, distal, on top or on the side of the arm in Linckia; latitude and longitude in the interambularruin in the pumpkin star, Culrita).
If the stimulated spot is within about 5 mm of the end of a cut, the retraction response spreads around the corner for a few millimeters (Fig. 9B, 10) . The spread is able to bend around very sharp angles. It makes no difference what the direction is which it is required to conduct. Between any two points within the radius of spread, conduction occurs reciprocally, i.e., is unpolarized. If two parallel cuts are made as in Figure 9C , so that their ends overlap and are separated by not more than a few millimeters, an excitation can spread around two corners, but just barely. I have not seen spread around more complex obstacles.
The limiting factor in spread around obstacles appears to be simply distance. This conduction system is incapable of calling up retraction to any strength or type of stimulus I have tried beyond a radius of about 8-10 mm in Linckia multiflora (arm length 5 cm), or 20 mm in Culcita (total diameter 22 cm), often less. The shortest path for the greatest spread around cuts is usually about the same or somewhat less. Commonly the spread is greater in an unobstructed direction than it is around corners. The response is graded and is weaker at the greater distances. Repetitive stimu- lation or scraping along the surface elicits the maximum spread and the maximum vigor of response at any given distance. Occasional unexpectedly distant responses are seen, but by judicious choice of test stimulation sites, these have each time been shown to represent escape of response, i.e., the knife skipped over a segment of the line supposedly cut. The spread does not have to pass around the ostensible end of the cut in these cases. A very narrow bridge suffices for conduction, something less than 0.5 mm; the lower limit has not been ascertained.
Nidorellia showed good spread out to 8-14 mm, in only one preparation out of five, after scratching the ambulacral grooves. Some cuts were circumvented by excitation initiated near an end, but some were not. This species has dermal plates that tend to make the knife skip in making cuts, and the clumps of branchiae are widely separated. Altogether it is a much less favorable species for the present purposes.
The conclusion from the foregoing experimental evidence that there is a nerve net in asteroids would represent the first such case in the phylum Echinodermata. The net is a very locally-conducting one, and it is unknown what conditions bring it into action without involving the long reflex path to the radial cord, which is available. Indeed, our evidence does not prove that the conduction observed is nervous. As pointed out elsewhere (Bullock, 1965) , cases of diffuse peripheral conduction require a body of converging evidence creating a reasonable probability and cannot, even in some well-studied instances, be assigned with certainty to nerve fibers. The meager anatomical evidence is reviewed by Smith (1965) . There is a superficial nervous plexus, even on the aboral side, in the basiepithelial position. It is very thin and is believed to be composed of short neurites of small multipolar cells, but the histological basis for this is poor.
DISCUSSION
The evidence from asteroids and echinoids points to the existence of two quite different forms of diffuse, superficial, conducting systems, both probably nervous. Only the one in asteroid skin-mediating papula-retraction can be called a nerve net, and it resembles locally-conducting nets in coelenterates. The echinoid system mediating the spine-convergence response is not a net but an unprecedented type of organization emphasizing rectilinear conduction from each sensory site to each effector site within a limited radius.
It must be underlined that these are artificially abstrated systems. The control of spines in sea urchins and of papulae in starfish is much more complicated in actuality, since both have superimposed control from the central nervous system, reflexes to shadow, touch and other agents, and apparently spontaneous mass movements and patterned fields of sequential movement. Thinking only of the diffuse peripheral parts of the nervous system, there are sometimes quite coordinated and elaborate movements of pedicellariae and tube feet, not to speak of the spine movements that follow initial convergence or the spontaneous waving of spines that persists after destruction of the central nervous system. Even the limited system here dealt with in the urchins is easily oversimplified. The experiments have a high degree of variability, and give a strong impression that more is going on than presently recognized. Only under a microscope can one appreciate the forest of small spines and of pedicellariae, not to mention tube feet, that are constantly waving and squirming around the bases of the large spines. The results reported are couched in cautious terms and based on the prevailing finding in many repetitions; almost none is without exception.
Another point deserving emphasis is the power of an analysis drawing upon simultaneous observation of many separate effectors. The results reported could not in practical time be obtained by recording carefully from one or a few spines or papulae. In fact, a great advantage of these preparations, like corals and colonial hy-562 THEOOORE HOLMES BULLOCK droids among the coelenterates, is the opportunity to observe the response to a single stimulus at many points in the system. This permits information-rich simultaneous recording (on cine film) of distance, direction, degree, and character of response, as well as immediate averaging of variability; whereas if repetition of stimulation were required to accomplish these estimations, another major source of difficulty, recovery time and non-stationarity of the excitatory state, would enter.
Comparison with coelenterates is instructive not only with respect to topological organization (just dealt with), but with respect to facilitation at junctions and the role of impulse frequency in determining distance of spread and vigor of response. The prevailing view, based on a paragraph in Pantin's (1935) paper on sea anemones, is that facilitation is an important way of grading spine response in sea urchins, and intensity of electrical stimulation is not. It is quite possible thai I\mi.In wd» dealing with intact animals, in which case central reflexes probably dominated the response. In my experience of many trials on several species, the spine convergence-response to electrical stimuli, after destruction of the radial nerve cords, usually shows no greater spread of the second response at shorter intervals. When stimulation frequency is high enough (10-20 per sec) to permit several stimuli to occur before the first response, that response is stronger and farther spreading than it would be to a single shock or a lower frequency. One can speak of a short lasting facilitation. Intensity, on the other hand, has a marked effect. It is only an educated impression that in the lower range this is due to recruitment of additional units (see the argument above, from the consistency of response of a few of the spines within a given radius at a given intensity). In a higher range of intensity it seems quite reasonable that repetitive firing occurs to each shock.
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